Father's Day Gift Ideas

**Classic Charades Trivia** ($13)
"Act out" the titles of over 700 books, films, songs, TV shows and plays without speaking for your team to guess.

**Vinyl Record Dominoes** ($13)
Includes 28 color-coded, record shaped Dominoes packaged in a vinyl tin. Each color represents a number.

**Survival Waterproof Playing Cards** ($15)
These fully waterproof cards each include a survival tip on the reverse, from tying a starting a signal fire to what to do in the event of a bear attack, you'll be ready for any situation.

**Tobacco Black Pepper Scent Diffuser** ($14)
Local company, Square Trade Goods Co. craft signature scents with all natural ingredients right here in Richmond. 3 oz of premium fragrance that can last 3 months. Insert the reeds into the bottle and enjoy.

*The mellow woodsy scent of fresh cut tobacco leaves layered with spicy black pepper all on top of a clean base of vetiver.*

**Tulip and Bear Soy Candles:**
Midnight Oil is a favorite among the gentlemen.

Midnight Oil smells of jasmine and lavender top notes grounded by rich vanilla and sandalwood base notes and is infused with balsam oil to warm the room.
The Valentine Tie by Peter Blair ($82)
Featuring ten different objects from our collection, from the famous Miller & Rhoads Clock to the Valentine Meat Juice Bottle, these one-of-a-kind silk ties are sure to spark a conversation in true Valentine fashion.

Each purchase includes a sleek gift box and small booklet that provides the background for each item featured on the tie.

ON SALE: 2008 Valentine Tie and The Virginia Man Tie ($44)

Richmond Memories III: Hidden Treasures from the 1800s Through Today ($45)
This elegant 152-page hardcover heirloom-quality book features photos and historic newspaper front pages from Richmond, Chesterfield, Henrico and Hanover in a pictorial retrospective.

Richmond Memories I and II are also available!

Inquire about additional book and gift recommendations for a personal shopping experience.
Richmond Map Glass ($18 ea)
Timeless and cool, these glasses have the streets, neighborhoods, and landmarks of Richmond etched all around. Which style glass is your favorite?

Valentine’s Meat Juice Flask ($17)
A Best Seller! The history of the institution begins with Mann S. Valentine, Jr., the museum’s founder, who made his fortune with the creation and production of Valentine’s Meat Juice, a health tonic made from pure beef juice.

MVM Marbled Leather Coaster ($9.50 ea)
Locally made by hand by Molly Virginia Made, these make a perfect desk accessory.

Valentine’s Meat Juice Tee Shirts also available!

The Art of Mindful Baking ($13)
The Art of Mindful Baking is a delightful insight into how the act of baking is, by its very nature, a practical meditation that provides a wealth of physical, mental and social benefits.

Colonial Spirits: A Toast to Our Drunken History ($25)
In Colonial Spirits, Steven Grasse presents a historical manifesto on drinking, including 50 colonial era inspired cocktail recipes. Not just a recipe book, this is filled with fun illustrations and a take on American history through the lens of alcoholic beverages.